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With the close of the Civil War> segregation laws designed to
separkte the races in schools^ public places, and public conveyances
were enacted by southern states. The constitutionality of legislation
of this character was questioned after the adoption of the Fourteenth
Amendment, for it appeared that these enactments denied privileges and
rights which the amendment guaranteed. Legislation establishing separ¬
ate schools for the two races was contested under both the privileges
and immunities and the equal protection clauses. As early as 1882 in
the case of United States v. Buntin, a United States Circuit Court held
that educational privileges were privileges granted by the state rather
than by the United States; therefore, the Federal Coxirt could not assume
jurisdiction.
When the question of separation of the races was finally pre¬
sented to the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Flessy
T. Ferguson (1896), the Supreme Court held that the commingling of the
races Implied social equality which the Fouarbeenth Amendment did not
force; and that as long as the facilities for Negroes were equal to those
for whites there was no denial of the equal protection of the law applied
to education. The "separate but equal" doctrine indeed was the law of
the land until 195U when it was repealed, and segregation declared un¬
constitutional.
This is a study of the decisions of the United States Su¬
preme Court in the area of segregation in education from 1896 to 195U;
ii
of the application of Section X of the Fourteenth ^endment to cases
arising in this area; and of the Amendment's effectiveness in protecting
the rights and privileges of the Negro citizen. Scmie discussion is given
to the social and political developments of the period, which influenced
Judicial interpretation of cases Involving segregation in education.
In acknowledging aid received in the preparation of this thesis,
the writer is indebted to Dr. Robert H. Brisbane, whose helpful criti¬
cisms and imfailing patience during the period of preparation of this
thesis have proved invaluable; to Dr. C. A. Bacote, Department of History,
who read and offered helpful criticisms; to the Southern Regional Coun¬
cil for the use of materials; and to Mrs. Mozell Hill in the Negro Col¬
lection of the Atlanta University Library, for the lending of materials
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THE EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF THE NEGRO
PRIOR TO THE CIVIL WAR
The development of schools among Negroes in the United States
prior to the Civil War represents primarily the influence of social for¬
ces outside the Negro community.^ The earliest schools for Negroes de¬
veloped in the North where free Negroes were permitted to share in the
culture of the white community. As early as 178?> a white philanthropic
organization opened a separate school for Negroes in New York City. In
2
1820 the city of Boston established a Negro elementary school. In the
South the development of schools among free Negroes was largely the re¬
sult of self-effort* On the other hand, formal education of slaves was
forbidden, and whatever education they received was the result of the
exigencies of slavery or the caprice of individual slaveholders. As one
author has stated:
Those who advocated education of the Negro were of three groups:
first were masters who desired to increase the economic efficiency
of their labor supply; second, there were the sympathetic persons
who wished to help the oppressed; and lastly, the missionaries who,
believing that the message of divine love came equally to all, ,
taught slaves so that they might learn the principles of Christianity,
^E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro in the United States (rev. ed,.
New York, 1957), p* U17,
2
John Hope Franklin, "History of Racial Segregation in the United
States," The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sci-
ence, Vol. CfiClV (March, 1958)^2, ^
^Carter G. Woodson, The Education of the Negro Prior to 1861
(Washington, D, C., 1919), p, 2,
1
2
In addition, another group had no interest in the education of the Negro
because of their belief that his very limited intellectual background
1
would inhibit him from absorbing educative experiences. In southern
colonies stringent laws were passed which prohibited the education of
2
slaves. In many cases, however, these laws were disregarded. The ad¬
vertisements for runaways were evidences that many slaves throughout the
3
colonies could read and write.
Sentiment in favor of the education of Negroes throughout the
colonies was expressed openly by various abolition and manumission soci¬
eties. One of the first organizations created to enlighten slaves was
the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, an orga¬
nization of the Established Church of England, which had a definite man-
date to do missionary work among Indians and Negroes. The Quakers and
other humanitarian groups were also teaching Negroes.^
The spread of eighteenth and nineteenth century liberalism through
the South provoked contradictory reactions on the question of Negro educa¬
tion, As a result of this movement some men were impelled to grant great¬
er privileges to Negroes, while others became alarmed at the effect that
anti-slavery movements, the successful Hatian slave rebellion, and the
insurrections in the United States would have upon slaves who were able
^John Hope Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom (New York, 1952),
p. 85.
Woodson, op. cit., p, 107.
^"Eighteenth Century Slave Advertisements," Journal of Negro
History, I (April, 1916), pp. 170, 177.
^Charles William Dabney, Universal Education in the South
(Chapel Hill, 1936), p, U37»
Crazier, op. cit., p. Ul8.
3
to read. Naturally, the intelligent slave would react to these ideas
and events, then attonpt to apply them to his own situation.
During the first decades of the nineteenth century, factors such
as the discovery of the cotton gin, the rising economic importance of the
slave, and the increasing activity of abolitionist societies in the North
2
combined to intensify southern opposition to Negro education. Prior to
the advent of these factors, the South did not raise any serious objec¬
tion to the instruction of slaves. In many communities resentment toward
the teaching of Negroes after the Nat Turner insurrection in Virginia led
to the forcible closing of seme schools, the driving out of teachers, and
the burning of buildings. Some northern states had no laws prohibiting
the teaching of Negroes but they did have laws discouraging the in-migra-
tion of free Negroes. In 1829, Ohio forbade teachers and school direo-
3
tors to admit Negroes to public schools.
The alanning slave insurrections of the early years of the nine¬
teenth century were the immediate cause of the most reactionary measures
against Negro education. It was easily observed that these movements
were due to the mental improvement of the Negro during the struggle for
the rights of man. North Carolina had placed little restriction on the
education of colored people; therefore, they early became a part of the
h
rank of enlightened Negroes. In South Carolina, education for free Ne-
\roodson, op. cit., p, 206.
2
Howard K. Beale (ed,), A History of Freedom of Teaching in
American Schools (New York, 19Ul), p. 117.
^Ibid., p. 127.
^Woodson, op. cit., p. 107
u
groes was prohibited in 1800. Thousands of Negroes like Nat Turner
learned to read and write in Sunday School. Shrewd Negroes sometimes
slipped into back streets where they studied under a private teacher or
attended a school hidden from the zealous observation of the law. Sou¬
therners of all types thereafter attacked the policy of educating Ne¬
groes.^ In consequence of this tendency, state after state enacted mea¬
sures providing that whoever should write, print, publish or distribute
anything having the tendency to produce discontent among slaves, should^
on conviction, be imprisoned to hard labor for life or suffer death at
2
the discretion of the courts. In 1839, a Georgia law imposed a fine
and a whipping upon Negro teachers and a five hundred dollar fine and
3
imprisonment upon white teachers who taught Negroes. Tennessee, Ken¬
tucky, and Maryland were the only slave states east of the Mississippi
4
where teachers could lawfully instruct slaves. In Maryland the most
effective work was being aone by the Quakers. Even in Canada, escaped
5
slaves found opposition in some places to their being educated. The
real aim of anti-Negro education legislation in the South was to prevent
the dissemination of information among Negroes and their reading of abo¬
litionist literature.
However, in New England and the middle Atlantic communities, the
opportunity for Negroes to secure education broadened in the nineteenth
^Dabney, op. cit», p. 438.
2





century. By 1850 in Boston, 1,U39 Negroes were attending school; in
Brooklyn, $07} in New York City, 1,U18; in Philadelphia, 2,176; in Bal¬
timore, l,U53j in Washington, D. C., U20; in Petersburg, 0; in Charles¬
ton, 68; and Savannah, 0.^ Although some communities in northern states
permitted Negroes to attend white schools, legislatures made it clear
that districts could establish separate schools. Connecticut, New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts maintained a dual school sy¬
stem.^
It is important to note here that during the nineteenth century
tax-supported, publicly controlled schools were established. This achieve¬
ment was the result of a hard fight led by refomers who believed the lack
of sufficient schools provided the greatest single barrier to the progress
of the common man. Among those who opposed the establishing of public
schools were the conservatives and the spokesmen for the private schools.
However, with the gradual increase in pressure, public education was
flourishing by 1B60, and most states outside of the South had accepted
3
this new institution.
When the northern and New England states established and deve¬
loped desirable public school systems, better equipped than private in¬
stitutions, the anti-slavery organizations began demanding that Negroes
be admitted to public schools. After extensive discussions in their le¬
gislatures, certain states in New England admitted Negroes to public
^Frazier, op. cit., p. 7U.
2
Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom, p. 226.
3
Harry J. Carman and Harold C, Syrett, A History of the Ameri¬
can People (New York, 195U)» h97•
^Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom, p. 22$»
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schools. One reason for this change was the small Negro population in
certain New England areas and the tremendous amount of money needed to
1
maintain a dual school system.
More Negroes were fovmd in Boston than in most New England cran-
munities and colored people themselves maintained a separate school after
2
the Revolutionary era. However, realizing their mistake in maintaining
a separate school, they began to attack caste in public education. This
led to the first legal attack upon the institution of segregation in the
public schools of the United States.
In this connection, an important court case was that of Roberts
v^. City of Boston in 3j8U9» This case involved a Negro girl who had been
barred from a white school under a local ordinance, providing for a dual
education system. No Federal law existed pertaining to this situation
to which an appeal could be made; therefore, Charles Sumner, the bril¬
liant attorney for the plaintiff, contended that the Bill of Rights of
the Massachusetts Constitution forbade any legal distinction based on
3
race when it proclaimed all citizens to be bom equal. He sought to
show that the operation of segregated public schools deepened and perpe¬
tuated the odious distinctions of caste. Separate schools in Boston
were not equal because the plaintiff had to walk 2,100 feet to attend
school while a white school was situated only 800 feet from her
^Ibld.
2
Frazier, op. cit., p. U19.
3
"All men are bom free and equal, and have certain natural, es¬
sential, and unalienable ri^ts; among which may be reckoned
the right of enjoying and defending their lives and liberties,
that of acquiring, possessing, and protectig property. ..."




The Massachusetts Supreme Court handed down a decision deliver-
by Chief Justice Shaw stating that segregation of the races did not in
itself constitute discriminationj that the Boston School Committee had
provided substantially equal schools for Negroes; and that it had exer¬
cised reasonable local powers not specifically denied it by hi^er au-
2
thority. Sumner’s central thesis was dismissed with the opinion that
any caste distinction aggravated by segregated schools, if it existed,
3
was not created by law and probably could not be changed by law. Se¬
gregation remained the practice in the public schools of Massachusetts
until 1855 when the state legislature abolished it by law.
The establishment of schools for the higher education of Negroes
before the Civil War represented the work of various dencaninational
churches. In Pittsburg, Avery College was operated from 1852 until after
the Civil War, Ashmun Institute, renamed Lincoln University in 1866, was
established by the Presbyterians in Chester County, Pennsylvania in 1B5U,
although it did not open until 1857, Wilberforce University was esta¬
blished in 1856 at Tawawa Springs, near Xenia, Ohio by the Methodist
Episcopal Church, Despite these sporadic pre-Civil War attempts to
create institutions of higher education for Negroes, the development of
U
such institutions did not flourish \mtll after the Civil War,
In the preceding pages the attempt has been made to give briefly,




^Frazier, op, cit., p, U50,
8
in historical retrospect, the type of early education obtained by and
provided for slaves and free Negroes* It was pointed out that the early
education of Negroes resulted first frran the efforts of persons prompted
by religious motives; second, the efforts of humanitarian groups; and
third, fron masters* disregard of stringent laws against Negro education.
Public interest in Negro education in the South was extremely low. There
was strong sentiment against educating Negroes after 1830 because they
were likely to imbibe seditious and incendiary doctrines through their
readings. Southern states made it difficult for them to secure educa¬
tion by passing laws prohibiting the instruction of Negroes,
The remaining chapters of this study deal with the evolution of
the Fourteenth Amendment, legal cases arising fran the existence of se¬
gregation in education, and the extent to which the Suprane Court has in¬
terpreted that amendment insofar as public education for the Negro is con¬
cerned.
CHAPTER II
THE EDUCATION OF THE NEGRO FROM 1865 TO 1908
When the econcanic, cultvxral, and social structure of the Old
South toppled at the end of the Civil War, the ex-Confederates immedi¬
ately began to erect a new structure based on their ante-bellum philoso¬
phy. This factor is one of the highlights of the era referred to as
Reconstruction. Segregation laws designed to separate the races in
schools, public places, and public conveyances were enacted by these
states. As a distinguished Southern writer put it not many years ago,
"If the war had smashed the Southern world, it had left the Southern mind
and will—^the mind and will arising from, corresponding to, and requir¬
ing this world—entirely unshaken."^
One of the cultural disparities between the North and the South
at the outbreak of the Civil War was that the northern states had esta¬
blished tax-supported public schools, while the public school movanent
was only in its beginning stage in the South. However, after the Civil
War, there arose a tremendous demand for public education in Dixie. A
significant number of Union soldiers remained in the South to teach the
freedmen,^ They were assisted immediately by better trained idealists,
especially from New England. However, education during the Reconstruc-
\r. J. Cash, The >!ind of the South (New York, 1941), p. 103.
^Gunner Myrdal, An American Dilanma (New York, 1944)#
p. 887.
10
tlon period inevitably came to be regarded as more a function of the
federal government and of private philanthropy than a local responsibi¬
lity.^
The creation of the "Bureau of Freedmen, Refugees and Abandoned
Lands'* by an act of Congress in 1865 represented an attempt on the part
of the government to systematize and assume responsibility for adjust¬
ing the freedman to his new status. One of the major functions of the
2
Bureau was the education of the freedmen. The general policy of the
Bureau was to erect school houses and provide the various missionary so-
3
cieties with funds for the salaries of teachers. Horace Hann Bond made
the following objective statement of the contribution of the Freedmen*s
Bureau to the education of the Negro:
Whatever its faults, the Freedmen's Bureau may justly be credi¬
ted with the establishment of a widespread and fairly well organized
system of free schools for Negroes in the South. In the five years
of its operation, it was instrumental in the initiation of U,239
separate schools. The extent of its work can further be gauged by
the fact that it employed 9,307 teachers and instructed 2U7j333 pu¬
pils. The total expenditures for the schools operated under the
protection of the Bureau amounted to more than three and one half¬
million dollars. To this sum the benevolent societies added more
than a million and a half, and a conservative estimate of the con¬
tribution of Negroes in tuition jfees and gifts to these schools is
not less than a million dollars.^
Facilitating and systematizing education for the Negro, the Freedmen's
Bureau existed until June 30, 1873« It was closed by an act of Congress
because of the lack of funds to continue its operation.
Ashmore, op. cit., p. 8.
2
CSeorge R. Bentley, A History of the fi»eedmen'3 Bureau (Phila¬
delphia, 1955)* pp« 76-89.
^Ibid.
^Horace Mann Bond, The Education of the Negro in the American
Social Order (New Tork, 1931;), p.
11
linmediately following the demise of the Bureau, Southern states
began to revive and enforce restrictions against Negro education. Such
restrictions were integral parts of the infamous laws known as the Black
Codes. These laws established a dual education system under state con¬
trol, requiring that financing of the Negro schools be limited to the
, 1
monies collected frcm Negroes in the form of poll or property taxes.
The United States Congress set the precedent for segregating Negro taxes
for the support of Negro public schools by enactments which established
a public school system in the District of Columbia.
When the Thirty-ninth Congress convened in December, JB6$, it
adopted as its major task the raising of the civil, political and social
status of the Negro. To invalidate the South's "Black Codes," Congress
2
responded with the Civil Rights Act of 1866 which conferred the full
rights of citizenship on the Negroes and then doubting the constitution-
3
ality of this act, proposed the Fourteenth Amendment to the States,
This law was not the result of spontaneous actions or impulses. It was
the product of many minds and the culmination of an evolutionary process.
The first step in the evolution of this law came with the passage of the
Freedraen's Bureau Bill and the Civil Rights Bill referred to above.
While Congress was engaged in the passage of the Civil Rights
Act, a Joint Committee of Fifteen frcmi the two houses of Congress was
organized to review the conditions existing within the formed Confeder-
^Ibid., p, UU.
2«A11 persons bom in the United States and not subject to any
foreign power, excluding Indians not taxed are citizens of
the United States, ..."
^Horace Flack, The Adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment (Bal¬
timore, 1908), p. 21.
12
ate States of Merica^ and to repoirt as to whether or not these states
1
were entitled to representation in Congress.
This Joint Committee of Fifteen was under the domination of a
group of Radical Republicans who were products of the great abolitionist
tradition. It was the belief of Representative Thaddeus Stevens of Penn¬
sylvania, one of the co-chairmen of the committee, that the Negro should
be elevated to a position of unconditional, legal, economic, political
and social equality; and to this end he was determined to destroy every
2
legal and political barrier that stood in the way of his goal. He fur¬
ther believed that the purpose of the Amendment should be to give Congress
the power to correct any existing discrimination and inequality and that
"no distinction would be tolerated in this purified Republic but what
arose from merit and conduct,"^
The Joint Committee of Fifteen began meeting in January, 1866,
They immediately drafted a constitutional amendment as a part of the re¬
admission requirement for southern states to the Union.
This proposal was introduced in the House of Representatives on
February 13, as H. R. 63. There was much debate and Section 1 passed
through several critical changes after which it made privileges and im¬
munities, due process, and equal protection constitutional guarantees
U
against state interference. The preceding sections were tabled until
A. A. C, P. Brief, in the case of Brown vs. Board of Educa¬
tion, 3U7 U. S. U83 (195U), p. 93.
^Ibid.
3
Congressional Globe, 39th Cong,, 1st Sess., p. 1063 (1866),
^N. A. A. C, P, Brief, op. cit., p, 108,
13
the reopening of debate in May, at which time the entire amendment, after
debate, passed the House May ID, 1866, by a vote of 128 to 37 • When the
proposed law came before the Senate, certain amendments were made and it
p
was passed June 13 by a vote of 33 to 11. Section 1, in which it was
the intent of the framers to protect the Civil Rights of the Negro where
the states were concerned, stated that:
All persons bom or naturalized in the United States, and sub¬
ject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States
and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or en¬
force any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of
citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any per¬
son of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor
deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of
the laws.3
When the Fourteenth Anendraent was submitted to the state legis¬
latures, it was understood generally that this law among other things
forbade segregation in education by the states. This applied particular¬
ly to the eleven southern states seeking readmission to the Union. Thus,
many state constitutions had to be modified to bring them in compliance
with the new Federal constitutional law. Within a year from the time the
Amendment was submitted to the states, twenty-two had ratified it.^
In the spring of 3jB68, opposition of the solid South to this law
was broken by Arkansas. In that state a new constitution was adopted
5
and proclaimed law on April 1, 1868. The former school statute was re¬
pealed and a law establishing mixed schools replaced it. The provisions
^Congressional Globe, 39th Cong., 1st Sess., p.
^Ibid., p. 3041.
^Ibid.
^Flack, op. cit., p. 18?.
5
Ibid., p. 190.
for public schools were included in the legislative record which Arkansas
submitted to Ciongress, and alter re-admittance into the Union, June 22,
1868,^ the legislature amended the public school statute and established
separate schools.^
North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Georgia, Alabama, and
Florida constitutions were approved by Congress in the Omnibus Act of
June 2^, 1868, and these states were re-admitted upon ratification of the
Amendment, The first compulsory school segregation provision was not
written into the Florida Constitution until 1885• In North Carolina, by
a vote of 86 to 11, the Constitutional Convention refused to adopt a
section which provided that "The General Assembly shall provide separate
and distinct schools for the black children of the state, from those pro¬
vided for white children," After the ratification of the Fourteenth
Amendment on July 1, 1868, by the state legislature, the school law was
passed along with a resolution providing for the establishment of separ-
3
ate schools at the next regular session.
South Carolina and Louisiana both ratified the Amendment on
July 9» 1868 and were readmitted as of that date pursuant to the Omnibus
Act,^ The article on education in the Louisiana Constitution stated that:
"There shall be no separate schools or institutions of learning established
exclusively for any race by the State of Louisiana," South Carolina's
Constitution provided that: "All the public schools, colleges and uni-
^Arkansas, Constitution (1868),
2
N, A, A, C, P, Srief, > P* li^^•
■5
North Carolina Laws (1868-69), c, CLXXXI7, Sec. 50.
^15 Statute 73X1j868).
^Louisiana, Constitution (1868), Title VII, Art. 135»
versities of this State, supported in whole or in part by the public
school fund, shall be free and open to all the children and youth of the
State, without regard to race or color."1 The legislature further passed
a compulsory school law after it organized facilities for the education
2
of all children. The 1868 Constitution of both states declared that all
citizens, without regard to race or color, were entitled to equal civil
and political rights. More than a quarter-century passed before South
Carolina and Louisiana in l&SS and 1898, respectively, changed the exist-
3
ing laws to require racial segregation in public education.
On July 13, 1868, the General Assembly of Alabama fulfilled the
final requirement for readmission to the Union. On August 11th, the
State Board of Education, acting under the legislative powers conferred
upon it in the Constitution, passed a regulation which made it vinlawful
"to unite in one school both colored and white children, unless it be by
the unanimous consent of the parents and guardians of such children. .
Georgia, like most of the South, had no public school system
prior to Reconstruction, In 1867-68, the Constitutional Convention in
Georgia rewrote the state convention. The committee on education re¬
ported a proposal to establish a thorough system of public education




South Carolina, Constitution (1895), Art, XI, sec. 7j Louisiana,
Constitution (1898), Art. 2U8.
^N. A, A. C, P. Brief, op, cit., p, 120.
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"without partiality or distinction,"^ and directed the General Assembly
to "provide a thorough system of general education to be forever free to
all children of the State. . . ."2 Georgia qualified for readraission to
the Union and the legislature ratified the Fourteenth Amendment on July
21, 1868 j however, during this same session of the General Assembly, Ne¬
groes were made ineligible to hold office because of their color. This
action caused Congress to refuse to seat the Congressional delegation
3
from Georgia. The General Assembly then reconvened on January ID, 1870,
reseated its Negro members, ratified the Fourteenth Amendment and removed
the word "white" frcmi all state laws.^
The Constitutional Convention in Texas met in June, 1868, and
drafted new legislation which required the maintenance of "a system of
public free schools, for the gratuitous instruction of all "the inhabi¬
tants of this State of school age."^ Texas was readmitted on March 30,
1870,^ and the legislature drafted a public school law which provided
that local boards of education, "when in their opinion the harmony and
success of the schools require it, ... may make any separation of the
students of schools necessary to secure success in operation. . .
^Journal of the Constitutional Convention of Georgia, 1867-68,
p. 151 (iBssy:
2
Georgia, Constitution (I868), Art. VI.
3
Dorothy Orr, History of Education in Georgia (Chapel Hill, 1950),
p. 187.
I4
Georgia House Journal, pp. 307, 1065.
^Texas, Constitution (I87I), Art. IX, secs. l-U.
^Texas, Constitution (1868),
"^Six Texas Laws, 1866-71, p. 288,
17
Virginia subnitted to Congress a constitution which contained no
1
reference to race or racial separation in public schools. The General
Assembly convened and ratified the Fourteenth Amendment on October 8,
1869. This session passed no school laws and the establishment of the
public school system was deferred until after readmission, Virginia was
r o 2
re-adraitted to the Union January 26, 1870• Six months later, on June
11th, the General Assembly established a "uniform system of schools" in
3
which sepau?ate schools were required.
In Mississippi the Constitutional Convention of 1868 adopted an
education article which made no mention of race or racial separation.^
The legislature convened in January, 1870, ratified the Fourteenth and
Fifteenth Amendments, and repealed all laws relative to Negroes in the
Code of 18^7 as amended by the Black Code of 1865* Mississippi was re¬
stored to the Union on February 23, 1870,^ It was not until 1878 that
Mississippi passed a law requiring segregated schools,^
Tennessee re-entered the Union with compulsory racial segregation
absent frcaii her constitution and statutory provisions on public schools.
After readmission on July 2U, 1866,"^ a school law was passed (March 5*
1867) whereby boards of education were "authorized and required to esta-
^Virginia, Constitution (1868), Art, VIII, sec. 3»
^Virginia, Constitution (I87O).
^Virginia Acts (1869-70), c. 2^9, sec, U7, p. U02,
[ississippi. Constitution (1868), Art, VIII,
, Constitution (I870).
^Mississippi Laws (1878), p. 103.
"^Tennessee, Constitution (1866).
IS
blish . • • special schools for colored children, when the whole number
by enumeration exceeds twenty-five."^ It was repealed in 1B69 and re¬
placed with a requirement that racial separation in schools be observed
without exception.^
In summary, therefore, as to the eleven seceded states, the evi¬
dence clearly reveals that the Fourteenth Amendment was understood as
prohibiting color distinction in public schools.
Not only did the soutko^ii states - understand that the Four¬
teenth Amendment forbade compulsory segregation in public schools but
so did the twenty-two Union States which ratified the Amendment along
with the three states which did not. Many of these states had laws en¬
forcing discrimination between races and compulsory segregated education.
An examination of their constitutions and laws at this time pfesents clear
evidence of this fact. However, some of the legislatures did not re¬
write their school laws in agreement with the amendment until several
3
years later. In other states the laws were simultaneously adjusted with
the ratification of the Amendment.^
Aware of the fact that with regards to education the Fourteenth
Amendment was either being ignored or violated. Congress at various times
during the 1870's considered bills for implementing the law,^ The se-
^ennessee Laws (1867), c. 27, sec. 17.
2
Tennessee Laws (1870), c. 33> sec. U*
3-^The following states originally had segregated schools but abo¬
lished than by laws after the ratification of the Amendment: Pennsyl¬
vania, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Nebraska, Oregon,
and Iowa. N. A. A. C. P. Brief, op. cit., pp. 159-181.
^Connecticut, Rhode Island and Michigan. Ibid.
%. A. A. C. P» Brief, op. cit., p. 126.
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cond session of the Forty-second Congress, which convened in Decanber,
1871, soon found itself involved in a fairly extended discussion of the
effect of the Amendment upon racial segregation, particularly in school
systems.^ Senator Sumner of Massachusetts offered a provision for an
amendment to a measure under consideration, which if adopted would give
Congress the authority to do away entirely with state school statutes
2
providing for segregated school systems. The following statement was
submitted:
Section - That all citizens of the United States without dis¬
tinction of race, color or previous conditions of servitude, are
entitled to the equal and impartial enjoyment of any acccanraodations,
advantage, facility, or privilege furnished by common carriers . . .
by trustees, ccanmissioners, superintendents, teachers or other of¬
ficers of ^oramon schools and other public institutions of learn¬
ing. ...
It was further pointed out by Senator Mortori of Indiana that "if the
right to participate in these schools is to be governed by color, I say
that it is a fraud upon those who pay the taxes." He added that where
there are public schools supported by common taxation upon everybody,
white and black, then there is a civil right that there shall be equal
I4.
participation in those schools. The Sumner amendment was adopted in
the Senate. The conclusion as of 1872 was that the Fourteenth Amend-
5
raent prohibitions extended to segregated schools.
There was still further debate in the Senate concerning segre-
^Ibid.
^Ibid., p. 127.
^Congressional Globe, li2nd Cong., 2nd Sess., 2l|/t (I87I).
%. A. A. C. P. Brief, op. cit., p. 130.
Ibid., p. 131.
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gated schools. Sumner on May 8 again moved an amendment providing:
... That no citizens of the United States shall, by reason of
race, color, or previous condition of servitude be expected or
excluded from the full and equal enjoyment of any accommodation,
advantage, facility or privilege furnished by . . . trustees,
commissioners, superintendents, teachers, and other officers of
common schools and other public institutions of learning, the
same being supported by money derived from general taxation, or
authorized by law. ...
To secure Negroes in the rights of citizenship. Congress enacted
the Civil Rights Act in 1875 under authoirity of the Fourteenth Amendment.
This measure demanded equal accommodations for Negroes, without distinc¬
tion because of race or color, in inns, public places, places of amuse¬
ment, and public conveyances. In 1883 the constitutionality of this act
2
was at issue before the U. S, Supreme Court. This law was the last
serious effort of the Radicals to establish civil equality for Negroes.
The Supreme Court decided that Congress had exceeded its powers in enact¬
ing the measure. Only state action came within the prohibitions of the
Fourteenth Amendmentj it had no reference to the action of individuals,
3
no matter how discriminatory those actions might be. The conclusion
may be interpreted to mean that the federal government could not law¬
fully protect the Negro against the discrimination which private indi-
U
viduals might choose to exercise against him. The decision in the Ci¬
vil Rights cases was an important stimulus to the enactment of segrega¬
tion statutes. It gave the assurance the South wanted that the federal
^Ibid.
^Civil.Rights :Cases, 109 U. S. 1 (1883).
3
Bernard H. Nelson, The Fourteenth Amendment and the Negro since
1920. (Washington, D, C., 191:6), p. 5.
^Alfred H. Kelly and Winfred A. Harbison, The American Consti¬
tution, Its Origins and Development (New York, 19U8), p. 1:91.
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1
government would not intervene to protect the civil rights of Negroes.
The Court eventually went so far as to validate state legisla¬
tion which, by implication, recognized the Negro as a special caste and
that separation of the races was legal so long as the accommodation pro-
2
vided for Negro passengers were equal to those provided for whites.
The question of separate but equal was presented to the Supreme Court for
3
the first time in the case of Plessy v. Ferguson, This case was not one
involving an educational matter but drew attention because of the deci¬
sion and narrow interpretation given to the Fourteenth Amendment. The
Court upheld a Louisiana statute which provided for the separation of
the two races on the railroads. The Supreme Court held that the right
for idiich protection was sought was a social right, not a legal right;
and the Fourteenth Amendment did not involve social equality which the
commingling of the races implied. Laws requiring the separation of the
races were within the competency of the state in the exercise of its po-
lice powers.
This was the first time that the Court had held that state im¬
posed racial distinctions were consistent with the purposes and meaning
of the Fourteenth Amendment. The Court described the aims and purposes
of the Fourteenth Amendment by stating that:
• , . its main purpose was to- establish the citizenship of the Ne¬
gro; to give definitions of citizenship of the United States and
of the states, and to protect from the hostile legislation of the
franklin, "History of Racial Segregation in the United States,"
p, 6.
^Nelson, op. cit., p, 7<
^163 U. S. 537 (1896)
^Ibid., p, 5U0.
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states the privileges and immunities of citizens of the United-
States, as distinguished from those of citizens of the states.
The decision of this case is important to us because it sets the
precedent for decisions in future cases involving segregation and dis¬
crimination imposed upon the races especially in the area of education.
The separate but equal decision emphasized "social" rights as distin¬
guished from civil rights. As such, it destroyed one of the major pur¬
poses of the Fourteenth Amendment which was to abolish the inferior sta¬
tus of the Negro and to place him upon a plane of craiplete equality with
2
the white man.
A significant point in this case was the dissenting opinion writ¬
ten by Justice John Harlan. He urged the unconstitutionality of laws
separating the races in public carriers. Such enactments he considered
unconstitutional in that they interfered with the citizen's personal
freedom "under the guise of giving equal accommodation to whites and
blacks." Moreover, they fostered ideas of caste and inferiority. Such
a ruling permitted the regulation of the enjoyment of civil rights, sole¬
ly on the basis of color, despite the fact that:
Our Constitution is color-blind, and neither knows nor tolerates
classes among citizens. . . . The law regards man as man, and takes
no regard of his surroundings or of his color when his civil rights
as guaranteed by the supreme law of the land are invoked. . . .^
The first case involving segregation in education to be pre¬
sented to the Supreme Court was that of Berea College .v, Kentucky^ in
^Ibld., p. 5U3.
2
N. A. A. C. P. Brief, op. cit., p. U2.
^163 U. S. 537 (1896).
^211 U. S. hS (1908),
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1908 • Berea College was a private institution in Kentucky which admitted
both Negro and white students. A fine was levied upon the college by the
state for violating the state segregation law. The state court upheld
the fine. The case was then appealed to the United States Supreme Court,
In its majority opinion the Court virtually affirmed the decision of the
Kentucky Court when it said the following!
... the right to teach white and negro children in a private
school at the same time and place is not a property right. Be-
sideSj appellant4 as a corporation Created by this state, has no
right to teach at all. Its right to teach is such as the state
sees fit to give to it. The state may withhold it altogether,
or qualify it.^
While the Berea College case was a Supreme Court case, it should
be noted that as early as 1882 a lower federal court had made a similar
pronoimcement in a similar case. In the case of the United States vs.
2
Buntin a United States Circuit Court held that educational privileges
were privileges granted by the state rather than the United States, So
long as educational advantages for Negroes were, in all respects, "sub¬
stantially equal" to those provided for whites, no denial of equal pro-
3
tectlon resulted.
Between 1879 and 1920, a conservative attitude was exemplified
on the part of the Court in cases involving the Negro and the Fourteenth
Amendment, The narrow application of the amendment all but negated the
ideals of its framers and it became an ineffective guarantee of civil
^Ibid., p. 85.
^10 Federal 30 (U. S. C. C., Ohio, 1682),
%elson, op, cit., p. 7.
1
liberty and equal justice under law. Thus, only twenty-eight cases in¬
volving the Negro and the Fourteenth Amendment were decided by the Su-
2
preme Court between 1868 and 1910. Congress was virtually left with no
power to enforce the amendment because of the two Supreme Court doctrines,
that the amendment did not operate directly upon the people and that Con¬
gress did not have the power to make positive and affirmative laws for its
enforcement. As a result, "the Negro was hindered economically, segre¬
gated socially, and his suffrage left unguarded politically."^
^Ibid., p. 11.
p
Charles ¥. Collins, The Fourteenth Amendment and the States
(Boston, 1912), p. 68.
%elson, op, cit., p. 11.
cmFTm III
THE INEQUALITIES OF NEC310 EDUCATION UNDER
THE SEPARATE BUT EQUAL DOCTRINE
During the decades after the Civil War in the South, there was
an unprecedented revival of interest in education. The dual school sy¬
stem operated on a basis of reduced e^qjenditure for both parts of the
systam.^ The rise of the small farmers in the South was accompanied by
a growing realization that the public school system was the agency through
which the vast majority of white children were to be educated. The inevi¬
table result was to convert the fimds then being spent on schools for Ne¬
groes to the growing needs of white schools. The chief basis for the se¬
parate school Was the dogged unwillingness of the white population to ac-
3
cept the Negro as full participant in our democracy.
The Plessy v. Ferguson decision of the U, S. Supreme Court was
a green light to those who had adopted a policy of discrimination against
Negroes.^ "Separate but equal" provided an escape for the white man,
1




-^Horace Mann Bond, "The Extent and Character of Separate Schools
in the United States," The Journal of Negro Education, 17 (July, 1935)>
32U.
^Ambrose Caliver, "Segregation in American Education: An Over-
view," The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sci¬
ence (March, 1956), p. l8.
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Through it, the States declared their determination to maintain segre-
1
gation. The ideal of equal opportunity was secondary, if it existed at
all.
In the early years of the twentieth century Negroes were required
by law to attend separate schools in nineteen states and the District of
2
Columbia, In two states segregated schools were legally permissive
tjhere they were desired; in thirteen states they were prohibited by con¬
stitutional or statutory enactments; and in fourteen states the law was
3
silent on the question. The following states required the complete se¬
gregation of schools for the white and Negro races* Alabama, Arkansas,
Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia and West Virginia, In Arizona and Kansas se¬
gregation existed only in the elementary schools.^
According to one author the segregation in education problem was
almost as serious in the North where it existed as it was in the South.^
The bases of the problem in the North were economic necessity and social
preference. Contributing to this problem were the shortage of sufficient
housing and other social pressures which resulted in certain districtsror
^Ibid.
2
Charles H. Thompson, "The Courts and the Negro Separate School*
Editorial Note," Journal of Negro Education, IV (1935)> 289-292.
3lbid.
^Doxey A. Wilkerson, Special Problons of Negro Education (Wash¬
ington D. C., 1939), p. XV.
%id.
Crazier, op. cit., p. 1*89.
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neighborhoods becoming predominantly Negro.
For the Southern Negro, segregation came with the first schools
he knew. However, his goal was to get a school, any kind of school and
to improve it.^ School officials gave little attention to the Negro
schools. They acquiesced in the general opinion that Negroes needed no
more than the bare essentials of grade school education to assume their
proper place in the social order. Philanthropic organizations set up
and supported by the Rockefellers, the Rosenwald, Jeanes, and ^lielps-
Stokes funds had done much toward helping Negro schools. These organi¬
zations and others like them built schoolhouses and made educational ad¬
vantages available to many Negroes who would otherwise have been left
2
without proper educational facilities.
In the South the existing primary problems resulting from segre¬
gation in education were those dealing with equality or inequality of
3
educational facilities. Studies of the Negro separate school reveal
that practically every aspect of the educative process was both inade¬
quate and unequal when compared to that for whites.^ Thus, there was a
disparity between the average annxxal expenditure of southern states for
Negro and white children, between the physical equipment, and the length
of the school teim. For example, one criterion for judging the relative
availability of public and secondary education for white and Negro chil-
\shmore, op, clt., p, 19,
2
Charles S, Mangum, Jr,, The Legal Status of the Negro (Chapel
Hill, 19U0), p. 133.
^Ibid., p. 78.
^Nelson, op, clt., p, 112,
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dren in the states with separate school systems is school attendance.
In the seventeen southern states and Washington, D. C., between 1933-3U,
about one-sixth of the Negro children, seven to fifteen years of age,
inclusive, as compared with one-eleventh of the white children, of the
1
same ages, were out of school entirely in 1930. Compulsory attendance
laws, where they existed, were ineffective in the case of the Negro chil¬
dren, This was due in part to the inadequacy of the provisions made for
2
the Negro schools.
Another criterion for Judging the inequalities or relative avail¬
ability of the public schools for Negroes was the length of time during
which these schools were kept open. In 1935-36, the white pupils at- '
tended schools which remained open for an average terra of 167 days. The
corresponding school term for the average Negro pupil was 1U6 days. The
average white pupil was actually in attendance at school for 136 days
3
during the year, as compared with 113 days for the average Negro pupil.
In the United States as a whole the average length of school terms in
urban schools was l82 days and in rural schools was 16U days,^ The aver¬
age Negro pupil in the South spent 9,2 years to complete eight elementary
grades with the same amount of schooling afforded for the average white
pupil in eight years. This calculation is on the basis of the average
5
number of days schools were kept open during the year,
^Wilkerson, op, cit., p, 8,
2
Charles William Dabney, op, cit., p, U90.




A third criterion is pupil transportation. Out of a total of
52,311 children, fewer than half lived within "a reasonable walking dis¬
tance of one and one-half miles" from the schools they attended. It is
certainly evident that a prime necessity for adequate educational oppor-
1
tunity for many Negro children is transportation to school.
Still another criterion is pupil-teacher load. In the seven¬
teen states and the District of Columbia in which Doxey Wilkerson did a
study of the special problems in Negro education, he found that in 1933-
3U, there were 227,028 teaching positions in white public schools and
56,lii.3 teaching positions in the corresponding Negro schools. For this
group of states as a whole there was an average of thirty-four pupils
2
per white teacher and forty-three pupils per Negro teacher.
In the District of Columbia, Kentucky, Maryland, Oklahoma, and
West Virginia the average Negro teacher was responsible for fewer
than, or approximately the same number of pupils as, the average
white teacher. However, in Arkansas, Mississippi, Tennessee, and
Texas the pupil-load of the average Negro teacher was from one-
fifth to nearly one-half greater than that of the average white
teacher. The Negro teacher taught thirty-eight per cent more
pupils than the white teacher in Alabama and Georgia, , ,
Even more important in the discussion of inequalities existing
in the dual school systems and still another criterion for judging the
relative availability of the public school systen in the states being
discussed is professional qualifications. On the elementary level, ac¬
cording to the National Survey of the Education of Teachers for 1930-31,





Negro teachers had received no formal education beyond high school.^
Only one-fourth of all white teachers and one-fifth of all Negro teachers
2
had studied more than two years in college.
On the secondary level it was reported by the National Survey
of Education of Teachers that some U per cent of the Negro high school
teachers and 1 per cent of the white high school teachers had not thau-
3
selves progressed beyond the high school level. Twenty-eight per cent
of the Negro teachers and 21 per cent of the white teachers had not at¬
tained the minimum standard of four years of college work.^ Frcsu this
data on the educational status of all southern teachers, the conclusion
must be drawn that Negro students, especially those on the elementary
level were Instructed by relatively inferior teachers. That this situ¬
ation would work to the overall disadvantage of Negro children should
be obvious.
The inequalities existing in the school plant and equipment of
the Negro schools can be best explained in the following statement;
Of the 3^753 Negro schoolhouses in Mississippi, 2,313 are
owned by public school authorities. The other l,l4U0 schools are
conducted in churches, lodges, old stores, tenant houses or what¬
ever building is available. Last winter, ... a considerable
number of the best buildings were repaired. ... The Negroes
themselves in seme cases, are building and repairing their school
houses out of their own meager savings and with their own labor.
School buildings need to be erected to displace the many little
shanties and churches now being used ... there is also dire need
for furniture £uid teaching materials-comfortable seating facilities,







Another criterion of inequality existing in the dual school sy¬
stems was that of salary discrimination. The average annual salaries of
Negro teachers in the seventeen states being discussed and the District
of Columbia ranged from ^282.00 in Georgia to $2,376,00 in the District
of Columbia,^ The range of the white teachers was from $550,00 in Ar-
2
kansas to $2,376,00 in the District of Columbia, In 193^-36 the average
Negro teacher received $0.61 to every $1,00 in salary received by white
teachers. The reasons given for salary differentials are variedj however,
the following have been submitted:
, , , (1) the cost of living of white teachers and principals was
higher than that of Negro teachers and principals; (2) it was ne¬
cessary to pay white teachers more to enable them to maintain
their standing as respectable citizens in the community; (3) Ne¬
gro teachers are more easily hired than white teachers; and (U)
white teachers possess greater teaching qualifications than Negro
teachers
Although there were palpable inequalities in the dual schools
of the South, and mounting concern among Negroes over the tendency toward
segregation in the non-South, the Negro leadership did not turn to the
Courts until the Thirties,^ Whatever the reason between 1896, when the
Plessy decision was handed down, and 1930, only three cases involving
Negro education came before the Supreme Court, In none of these was se¬
gregation directly challenged, nor did the Court find occasion to order
relief of any kind for Negro plaintiffs.
In 1899 the Supreme Court heard an appeal by a group of Negro
^Ibid., p, 24,
^Ibid,
kelson, op, cit,, p, 128,
^Ashmore, op, cit,, p, 21,
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citizens from Augusta, Georgia,^ who were demanding an end to public sup¬
port of the white high school because the only one for Negroes in the
city had been discontinued. The Court declared that the local board
had not acted unlawfully in refusing to divide educational funds. The
Court was evidently of the opinion that it was better to contribute all
of the funds earmarked for colored education to the support and mainten¬
ance of a colored common school since its enrollment was UOO and that of
2
the high school was sixty.
In 1908 the Court heard the case of Berea College v. Kentucky^
in which the Court denied the right of a privately chartered college to
teach both races in defiance of the Kentucky law making segregation man¬
datory.
Then, in 192? the issue in the case of Gong Lum v. Rice^ was
whether Mississippi could properly classify a Chinese child as "colored"
and therefore require her to attend a Negro school. In upholding the
Mississippi law, the Court gave a reminder that the "separate but equal"
doctrine was still around. However, it said that "had the petition
alleged specifically that there was no colored school in Martha Lum’s
nei^borhood to which she could conveniently go, a different question
would have been presented. . ,
None of these cases directly challenged the constitutionality
^Gumming v. County Board of Education, 175 U. S. 528 (1899).
^Ibid.
^211 u. s. (1908).
^275 U. S. 78 (1927).
^Ibid.
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of segregation in education. The legal battles in which the Court was
asked to re-examine its previous interpretation of the Fourteenth i^end-
ment did not come until the Thirties and the Great Depression which
1
marked the beginning of a new era in race relations.
In the late Thirties suits were filed by Negro public school
teachers for equalization of salaries. These suits were constitutionally
supported by the "equal protection" clause of the Fourteenth Amendment,
The first legal victory in the campaign for salary equalization was that
in the case of Mills v. Board of Education of Anne Arundel County, Mary-
2
land in 1939, Counsel for Mills contended that the constitutional
guarantees of equal protection of law prohibited the state and its agen¬
cies frm discriminating against Negro teachers in regard to salary,
solely on account of race and color,The defense contended that the
salary discrimination did not apply to Negro teachers as such, but to
"all teachers in colored schools whether white or colored," The dis¬
crimination, therefore, was not against Negro teachers, but against the
colored schools,^
The evidence presented to the Court led to the conclusion that
an unconstitutional discrimination was practiced in the county. The
Maryland Supreme Coui*t declared, "The plaintiff, as a colored teacher is
unconstitutionally discriminated against in the practice of his profes¬
sion by the discrimination made between white and colored teachers by the
1
Ashmore, op, cit., p, 23,




County School Board of Anne Arundel County."^
Success in this case stimulated similar legal action in other
southern states. However, there were two outstanding difficulties that
had to be overccane. In the deep South, where salary differentials were
greatest, Negro leadership was hesitant in initiating legal action for the
equalization of salaries and furthermore, school boards frequently refused
to re-elect persons who brought actions relative to salary.
One of the first cases involving salary discrimination between
the races to go to a Federal Court was Alston et al, v. School Board of
.T 2
City of Norfolk. The suit asked for a declaratory judgment to the ef¬
fect that the practice of paying Negro teachers, of the same qualifica¬
tions and experience, at a lower rate than white teachers was a viola-
3
tion of due process and equal protection under the Fourteenth Amendment.
The United States District Court dismissed the suit on the grounds that
it had included the Norfolk Teachers Association, which was held to be
an unnecessary party to the suit and that Alston had waived his consti¬
tutional right by entering into a contract to teach for a year at the
salary stated in the contract. The case was appealed to the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. The Court upheld the
appeal and stated that Alston was entitled to judgment sought and an in¬
junction restraining the discrimination complained of in fixing salaries.
The case was remanded to the lower, court for that purpose, A substantial
legal victory was won as had been won in Maryland, Without question,
^Ibid.
^112 Fed. (2d.) 992 (19U0).
^Ibid.
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these two decisions represented a significant extension of the applica¬
tion of the Fourteenth Amendment in regard to Negro rights.
Let us now discuss the conditions and limitations existing in
the area of higher education for Negroes in the seventeen southern states.
During the first decades of the twentieth century the state-supported in¬
stitutions of higher learning for Negroes were far inferior to those for
1
whites. Most of the inequalities which have been noted with respect to
the public elementary and secondary schools for whites and Negroes were
also present in the Negro normal and technical schools. One school in
each of the seventeen states which maintained a compulsory separation of
2
the races in the schools was a federal land-grant college. These were
3
created by federal legislation known as the First Morrill and the Second
Morrill Acts.^
Prior to 1936 little or no ©tiphasis was placed upon provisions
for collegiate, graduate and professional educational opportunities for
Negroes. However, developments in Negro life demanded that such oppor—^
tunities be available. Negroes were acquiring higher educational train¬
ing in sufficient numbers to call attention to the fact that such faci¬
lities were not available in the southern states. As of 1937j graduate
instruction was available to Negroes in only three publicly supported
institutions in the Southj namely, Virginia State College for Negroes,
^angum, op. cit., p. 13ii.
2
Dwight 0. W. Holmes, The Evolution of the Negro College (New
York, 193U)> p. Uo.
^12 Stat. 503 (1862).
^26 Stat. U17 (IB90).
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Prairie View A* and M. State College, and the University of Maryland
1
School of Law, Nine southern states made no provisions whatsoever for
graduate or professional training for Negroes despite the fact that such
2
was provided at public expense for white students.
The southern states attempted to overcome this inequality of fa¬
cilities by adopting a system of out-state scholarships which entitled the
recipients to financial aid at institutions where Negroes were accepted
3
and the desired course of study was offered. The first states to create
such scholarships were Mssouri in 1921 and 1929 and Maryland in 1933»^
In many instances the money appropriated was not sufficient to provide
enough scholarships for applicants.
In 1932 one Thomas Holcutt, a Negro, filed suit in Durham, North
Carolina in which he sought a writ of mandamus to compel his admission to
5
the School of Pharmacy at the University of North Carolina, The State
Circuit Court ruled that a writ of mandamus was not the proper remedy for
Holcutt*s allegation of educational discrimination and dismissed the
6
suit.
Despite the fact that Maryland had provided out-state scholar¬
ships for Negroes and the Holcutt case had proven a bad choice for a
test case, Donald Murray, in May, 1935# sued for a writ of mandamus to
\rilkerson, op, cit., p. 66,
Ibid,
3
Mangum, op, cit., p, 135.
^Nelson, op, cit,, p. IIU.
%egro Year-Book (1937-38), p. lUO,
^Ibid.
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ccanpel the authorities of the University of Maryland to admit him into
1
the law school. He possessed all of the requirements for admission,
and contended that his exclusion, solely because of race and color, was
a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment. The Maryland Supreme Court
granted the writ ordering Murray's admission as a law student to the Uni¬
versity. It held the scholarship arrangement to be discriminatory, and
made the point that since no officials of Maryland were authorized to pet
up a separate law school, neither did the Court have the power to order
2
such an institution established. One of the significant factors in the
decision was that the Court specified non-segregation as a remedy when
no other was readily available. Officials of the University appealed the
judgnent on the bases of two contentions; first, the law school was not
a state agency, and therefore, was not bound by the limitations of the
Fourteenth Amendment, and second, the out-state scholarship act esta-
3
blished substantially equal educational opportunities for Negroes.
The Court decision recognized the law school as an agency of the state
government, regardless of its origin, character or organization. It
was further pointed out that equality of privilege did not mean that the
privilege must be provided for both races in the same place; thus, the
choice of method was left up to the state. The Court refused to agree
that out-state scholarships maintained equality of educational opportu¬
nity. It asserted that going outside of the state for legal training
deprived one of the opportunity to study the law and procedure of his
University of Maryland v. Murray, 169 (Md.) h78 (1936),
^Ibld., p. U80.
^Ibid., pp, 482, 484, 487.
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own state and involved additional expense which certainly was not equal
educational opportunities for both races. The Court concluded that Mur-
1
ray must be admitted to the law school.
The decision in the Murray case was important because it was the
first of its kind. An analysis of the decision reveals three significant
facts:
First, while the doctrine of "substantial equality" was main¬
tained, it was more narrowly defined than had been the practice.
As it applied to educational opportunities, it was defined as a
specific rather than as a general doctrinej ... Secondly, the
decision suggests a more realistic approach on the part of a
state court in appraising the state's provisions for Negro edu¬
cation than had been the custom. Finally, an out-state scholar¬
ship law, upon which southern states heavily relief to substantiate
their claims of providing equal educational opportunities for both
races, had been held insufficient to fulfill the mandate of equal
protection of the law.2
One of the immediate effects of the Murray decision was an in¬
crease in the number of Negro applicants for admission to the Universi-
3
ties of Maryland, Virginia and Missouri. Some southern states met the
challenge with the enactment of out-state scholarship laws and by the
U
increased appropriations for Negro institutions within their states.
There were those who wanted to abolish the out-state scholar¬
ships as being insufficient to fulfill the demand of equal protection of
the law. The first case to go to the Supreme Court in which the consti¬
tutionality of statues providing for out-state scholarships was tested
came in 1938. Lloyd Gaines, a Negro, applied for and was refused ad-
Donald Murray was admitted to the School of Law of the Univer¬
sity of Maryland and was graduated in June, 1938.
2
Nelson, op. cit., p. 117.
^Henry J. McGuinn, "Equality of Educational Opportunity,"
Journal of Negro Education, VIII (1939), 3.62*
^Ibid.
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mission to the Law School of the University of Missouri, He then filed
suit for a writ of mandamus claiming that the refusal of admission vio-
1
lated his rights under the Fourteenth Amendment, The State Circuit
Court dismissed the suit and this judgnent was later affirmed by the
Supreme Court of Missouri, The latter court held that the separation of
races for purposes of education was constitutional and that the opportu¬
nity offered by the state was legal. The case was then appealed to the
Supreme Court of the United States and the decision of the Missouri
2
court was reversed.
Let us note here that Missouri had already annoxmced its inten¬
tion of establishing a law school at Lincoln University, the state uni¬
versity for Negroes, pending such action as had been observed in the
Murray case and also that provisions made for the payment of tuition for
Negro students, who had to go outside of the state for a legal education,
3
should be continued.
The United States Supreme Court held that the provisions made
by Mssouri for the legal education of Negroes were insufficient to sa¬
tisfy the requirements of equality of education under the Fourteenth
Amendment, Chief Justice Hughes, who wrote the majority opinion, de¬
clared that Missouri's intent to establish a law school at Lincoln Uni¬
versity "whenever necessary and practical" was a commendable act, "but
the fact remains that instruction in law for Negroes is not now offered
by the State, either at Lincoln University or elsewhere within the State,
^tate ex rel Gaines v, Canada, 113 S, W, (2d,) 783,




The Court concluded: "This discrimination, relieved, would constitute
a denial of equal protection." Out-state scholarship did not remove
the discrimination said the Chief Justice, for "the obligation of the
state to give the protection of equal laws can be performed only where
its laws operate, that is, within its own jurisdiction. It is there that
the equality of legal right must be maintained."^
The Co\xrt did not directly order that. Gaines be admitted to the
University; it required appropriate action to grant him equality of edu¬
cational opportunity within the state. The case was sent back to the
Missouri Courts for execution of the order and in 1940, when the case
came for rehearing, Gaines had dropped out of sight and the action ended
2
there.
One imquBstionable result of this case and its decision was an
Increase in opportunities for graduate Instruction for Negro students in
southern states. Dedicated to the maintenance of separate schools, sou¬
thern states had only one alternative and that was to take the necessary
measures to provide graduate instruction for Negro students which was
"substantially equal" to that provided for and enjoyed by white students
and this within each of these states. However, the provisions and ap¬
propriations made for this purpose were grossly inadequate; yet, they
were a first step in the direction of greater equality of higher edu¬
cational opportunity for Negroes.
^Ibid., p. 350.
p
Ashmore, op. cit., p. 33.
CHAPTER IV
THE EXTENSION OF THE ATTACK ON THE
SEPARATE BUT EQUAL DOCTRINE
BEFORE THE FEDERAL COURTS
Since 1938 a study of United States Supreme Court decisions would
reveal a tendency upon the part of the Court to interpret the Fourteenth
Amendment in terms of its original purpose - the protection of the Negro's
constitutional rights. This tendency was manifested by a broader and more
liberal application of the law in litigation involving Negroes; and by
closer examination of the intent and effect of state legislation involv-
1
ing Negroes, Two factors which seem to have had some influence upon
the thinking and decisions of the Court were the depression of the 1930's
and the danand for a more genuine democracy as a result of the advent
2
of World War II,
During the depression, Negro education on the whole continued
to make steady progress. While facilities remained inadequate, the
length of the Negro school term moved above that of the 1929-1930 fi-
3
gures, Negro teachers' salaries were substantially higher and atten¬
dance continued to mount. On the other hand, the white canmunity in¬
creasingly recognized and accepted its responsibility for equal educa¬
tion for the Negro.
‘’Nelson, op. cit.. p. 160.
R, Freeman Butts and Lawrence A. Cremin, A History of Education
in American Culture (New York, 1953), p. 5l8.
^ilkerson, op. cit.. P« 8.
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Spurred on by this general program and the attendant arousal of
public opinion, efforts were made to try and break down the walls of se¬
gregation in education in the South, Two major frontal attacks were made
one through legislation and one through court cases. In general more pro
gress has been made by court decisions than legislation,^ Educational
advancement on the graduate and professional level has been made possible
by the liberal application of the doctrine of "substantial equality" by
2
the Supreme Court during the period, 1938 to 1950.
Since 19U0 the South has made its greatest efforts on behalf of
public education, and it has given Negro children the largest share of
3
the total outlay they have ever known. By the fall of 19U5 there were
fourteen Negro colleges and universities that were providing graduate
k
study, Lincoln University in Missouri had added a law school in compli¬
ance with the Gaines decision. The North Carolina College for Negroes
had also opened a law school.
With the ending of World War II the securing of equal opportuni¬
ties in education for Negroes was accelerated. In 19U6 Ada Lois Sipuel,
a citizen and resident of Oklahoma, applied for acJmission to the first
year class of the School of Law of the University of Oklahoma,^ She
was denied admission because of her race. She then applied to the Dis¬
trict Court of Cleveland County, Oklahoma, for a writ of mandamus to
•^tts, op, cit., p. 518.
p
Nelson, op, cit., p, 168,
Crazier, op, cit., p, U75«
Martin D, Jenkins, "Enrollment in Institutions of Higher Edu¬
cation for Negroes, 19U5-19U6," The Journal of Negro Education, XV
(19U7), 237.
^Brief of Ada Lois Sipuel v. Board of Regents, p, 1,
U3
ccmpel the Board of Regents of the University of Oklahoma to admit her
1
on the same terms and conditions afforded white applicants. The writ
was denied and on appeal this judgnent was affirmed by the Supreme Court
of Oklahoma on April 29, 19U7. Petition for certiorari was filed on
September 20, 19U7, and was granted by the Supreme Court of Oklahoma
November 10, 19U7*
The case was appealed to the United States Supreme Court where
it was held that the state must provide her with the opportunity for a
legal education and must do so as soon as it did for any other qualified
2
applicant, Oklahoma authorities received the court order on January
12, 19U8, two weeks before the second term of law school was to open at
Norman, The University regents announced that Langston University, the
state Negro college, would establish a law school at Oklahoma City in
3
time to receive Miss Sipuel, A faculty of three white lawyers were as¬
signed to teach her at the state capitol. She refused to accept, but
the Supreme Court denied further relief on the technical ground that
"the question of segregation was not before it, and that the manner in
which its previous mandate was carried out was a matter for the state
courts to decide,"^ She was ultimately admitted to the University of
Oklahoma in 19h9*
In the meantime, G, W, McLaurin, a professor emeritus at Lang¬
ston, applied for admission to the University of Oklahoma School of
^Ibid,
^Sipuel V, Board of Regents, 332 U, S, 631.
3




Education, His application was denied also because of race. He then
appealed to the Federal District Court in Oklahoma City, A statutory
three-judge District Court held that:
... the State had a constitutional duty to provide him with the
education he sought . . * the extent the Oklahoma statutes denied
him admission were unconstitutional and void. On the assumption,
however, that the State would follow the constitutional mandate,
the court refused to grant the injunction, retaining jurisdiction
of the cause with full power to issue any necessary and proper
orders to secure McLaurin the equal protection of the laws,‘
Following this decision, the Oklahoma legislature amended their
laws to peitnit the admission of Negroes to all institutions of higher
learning where such institutions offered courses not available in the
3
Negro schools. The amendment provided, however, that in such case the
program of instruction "shall be given at such colleges or institution
of higher education upon a segregated basis.McLaurin was admitted
to the University of Oklahoma Graduate School,
In I9L1.9 McLaurin went back to the United States Supreme Court
alleging that restrictions imposed upon him because of the Oklahoma se¬
gregation statute violated the equal protection provisions of the Four¬
teenth Amendment, The Supreme Court decision is significant because a
more liberal interpretation was given the Fourteenth Amendment and it
moved a step away froon the "separate but equal" doctrine. The Court held
that the restrictions placed upon McLaurin did "impair and inhibit his
ability to study, to engage in discussions and exchange views with other
^McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 339 U, S, 637*
^Ibid.
3
Ashmore, op. cit., p, 3U.
^Ibid.
students, and, in general, to learn his profession."^ The Court con¬
cluded: "Appellant, having been admitted to a state supported school,
must receive the same treatment at the hands of the state as students
2
of other races.
On the same day, June 19^0, the Supreme Court handed down an
opinion in the case of Sweatt v. Painter^ based "on premises so broad
as virtually to preclude separate education on the graduate and profes¬
sional level.Heman Sweatt had been denied admission to the Law School
of the University of Texas in 19U6, because of race. His mandamus was
denied by the trial court because of the Texas Constitution requiring
separate but equal schools,^ and because it found as a fact that the se¬
parate law school for Negroes known as the School of Law of the Texas
State University for Negroes and located in Austin, offered Petitioner
"privileges, advantages, and opportunities for the study of law substan¬
tially equivalent to those offered by the State to white students at the
University of Texas." Sweatt had refused to enroll and subsequently
launched an appeal.
This case differed from the others in that for the first time
a frontal attack was made on the validity of segregation statutes per se.
It was pointed out by attorneys for the plaintiff that the Negro law
school was materially inferior, that classification of students race
is unjust, that segregation is harmful to personality development, and
^IcLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 339 U. S. 637.
^Ibid.
^Sweatt V. Painter. 339 U. S. 629,
Ashmore, op. cit., p. 35•
^Article VII, secs. 7 and li*.
that the Negro is as capable of learning as the white. The basis of
the argument was that no segregated Negro school could actually provide
equal educational opportunity. In the decision of the Court the Negro
law school was found to be inferior in terns of n\amber of faculty, vari¬
ety of courses, scope of librsiry and other measurements. The late Chief
Justice Fred Vinson stated that;
What is more important, the University of Texas Law School pos¬
sesses to a far greater degree those qualities which are incapable
of objective measurement but which make for greatness in a law
school. Such qualities, to name but a few, include reputation of
the faculty, ejqserience of the administration, position and influ¬
ence of the alumni, standing in the community, traditions and pres¬
tige,^
The Sweatt and McLaurin cases were important and influential in
public Negro education for several reasons. In the Sweatt case, the
University of Texas was required to admit a Negro to its law school and
he could not be required to attend a new institution that had been set
up for Negroes because it was far from equal to that of the University
3
of Texas Law School. In the McLaurin case the University of Oklahoma
was prohibited frcaa segregating a Negro after he was admitted to the
graduate school.
While the Supreme Court made it clear that southern states must
provide equal educational opportimities for Negroes in their state in¬
stitutions of higher learning, it did not face squarely the "separate
but equal" doctrine. Nevertheless, considerable gains were made at the
^rief for Sweatt v. Painter, p, 6.
2
Sweatt V. Painter» 339 U, S. 629.
^Butts, op, cit., p, 5l9.
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college and graduate level in the South.^ In general the dicta of the
Court was as follows:
That equal schools in law meant equal schools in fact; that
tuition scholarships to schools in other states did not constitute
equality of opportunity; that to make assurance of equality doubly
sure, Negroes would be admitted to white schools unless and until
the Negro schools were equal to the whites; that once admitted to
white schools a Negro could not be segregated in the library, class¬
room, or dining hall, and thus "jumpair and inhibit his ability to
study, to engage in discussions and exchange views with other stu¬
dents and, in general, to learn his profession - appellant' having
been admitted to a state-supported school must receive the same
treatment at the hands of the state as students of other races.^
Because of the ruling of the Supreme Court in the Sipuel, Me
Laurin and Sweatt cases several states began to admit Negroes to white
institutions both voluntarily and as the result of decisions made by
3
state or district courts.
Arkansas opened graduate facilities to Negroes voluntarily as a
result of the Sipuel case.^ In 19U9 Kentucky admitted Negro students to
its graduate schools until comparable courses were made available in Ne¬
gro institutions. In 19$0 the General Assembly of Kentucky amended the
state segregation laws to permit any institution of higher learning, on
its own initiative, to admit Negroes to those courses not matched by
Kentucky State College for Negroes. In Virginia a three-judge Federal
tribunal ordered admission of a Negro to the law school of the University
^Ibid.
2
James C. N. Paul, "The School Segregation Decision," Law and
Government (Chapel Hill, 195U), p. 23.
^Southern Regional Council, Changing Patterns in the New South




of Virginia after the University Board of Visitors rejected the appli¬
cation,^ After the filing of ten separate suits against the state uni¬
versity of Deleware, it was held that the facilities at Dover State Col¬
lege for Negroes were grossly inferior to those at the University and
2
qualified Negro students were ordered to be admitted. In Louisiana a
Negro student was admitted to the state university after the Board of
Supervisors of Louisiana State University had rejected applications from
3
Negroes, In Florida the State Supreme Court ruled that out-state scholar¬
ships did not satisfy constitutional requirements for equality of oppor¬
tunity, But as a substitute the Court gave its sanction to a ccmpromise
plan: Negroes would be enrolled in Florida A. and M, College and would
then be allowed to attend the University of Florida on a segregated basis
U
until equivalent coirrses could be made available at A, and M, In North
Carolina the Federal Circuit Court in Durham held that the University of
North Carolina and North Carolina College for Negroes were "substantially
equal,However, the University of North Carolina records show that
since June, 195l» Negroes have been admitted to the University graduate
school,^
As the preceding facts show, considerable gains had been made in
the acquiring of higher education in the South, Encouraged by these gains,






^Paul, op, cit,, p, 23,
and secondary level. Furthennore, the argument against segregation .
shifted to the contention that even if facilities were equal, segrega¬
tion was in itself an inequality, a denial of equal protection of the
laws, and a discrimination against the Negro, thereby violating the
2
Fourteenth Amendment.
Southerners, determined to maintain segregation in the elonentaiy
and secondary schools, initiated programs of equalization. Many states
appropriated additional funds for education and stipulated that there
3
must be no discrimination in school districts' expenditures. In most
of the cities, teachers' pay scales were equalized and in South Carolina
and Georgia special new taxes were enacted and were earmarked all or part
for school improvement programs designed to wipe out inequalities in the
U
dual systous.
^Butts, op. cit., p. 520,
2
Paul, op. cit., p. 2U,
3
Ashmore, op. cit., p. 51.
^Ibid.
CHAPTER V
THE 195U SUPREME COURT DECISIONS
Segregation with respect to education is one of the most complete
and severe expressions of institutionalized prejudice. As the conviction
grew among Negroes that a segregated system of education means an infer¬
ior type of education, they began to attack the principle of segregation
itself. For fifty-eight years the doctrine of "separate but equal" fa¬
cilities as sanctioned in Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) was the law of the
land. But beginning with the Lloyd Gaines decision in 1938 the Supreme
Court defined equality in such a manner as to pave the way for a rever¬
sal of a decision. In 19U7 the Supreme Court held that the state of Ok¬
lahoma must provide a qualified Negro student with the opportunity for
a legal education and must do so as soon as it did for any other quali¬
fied student. In 1950 the Court moved a step away from the "separate
but equal" doctrine. It held that restrictions placed upon Negro stu¬
dents in white state institutions impaired and inhibited his ability to
study and to learn his profession. The Court concluded that the Negro
student must receive the same treatment at the hands of the state as
students of other races. On the same date the Court held that a Negro
could not be required to attend a new institution that had been set up
for Negroes because the state school "possessed to a far greater degree
those qualities which are incapable of objective measurement but which
make for greatness in a law school ... such qualities include reputa-
50
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tion of faculty, experience of administration, position and influence
of the alumni, . .
Encouraged by the gains made in higher education, cases were
then appealed to the Supreme Court from other southern states demanding
the repeal of state segregation laws affecting elementary and secondary
education.
In 1952 the long course of action against segregated schools
which began in 18U9 was climaxed before the Supreme Court, Five cases
were involved in litigation in which the constitutionality of segrega¬
tion in the public schools of the United States was the immediate issue.
The suits were designed to test the constitutionality of state
laws requiring segregation in education. All of the plaintiffs asserted
the claim that the Fourteenth Amendment provides that ”No state ...
shall deny to any person within its Jurisdiction the equal protection of
the laws." Segregation was not equal protection. The plaintiffs' appeal
in the Kansas case was the first to reach the Court, followed soon by the
appeal in the South Carolina case,
2
The plaintiff in the case of Brown v. Board of Education were
Negro students and their parents of Topeka, Kansas, Chapter 72-1721;,
General Statutes of Kansas, 19U9, permitted racial segregation in public
elementary schools. Plaintiffs began action against appellees on March
22, 1951, to restrain them from enforcing and executing the above statute,
on the ground that it violated the Fourteenth Amendment by depriving the
plaintiffs of equal educational opportunities, and for a judgment declar-
^Sweatt V. Painter 339 U, S, 629 (1950),
^Brown v. Board of Education« 3U2 U. S, 972 (195U).
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ing that the practice of appellees under said statute of maintaining and
operating racially segregated elementary schools was in violation of the
Fourteenth Amendment.^ On June 2^-26 a trial was held. The plaintiffs
conceded that the school facilities and services provided for the two
races were substantially equalj however, they sought to prove that se¬
gregation imposed serious social and psychological handicaps upon the
Negro children. The three-Judge Court accepted this thesis, saying in
its decision that "segregation with the sanction of law ... has a
tendency to retard the educational and mental development of Negro chil-
2
dren," This finding of fact did not lead the Court to declare segre¬
gation vinconstitutional. It upheld segregation in the elementaty school
due to the fact that the United States Supreme Court upheld segregation
3
in the absence of any demonstrable inequalities in the dual system.
The case was then appealed to the Supreme Court of the United States,
Perhaps the best known of the school cases argued in the United
States Supreme Court was Briggs v. Elliott,^ This case originated in the
United States District Court at Charleston, South Carolina, in the spring
of 1951 and was decided on June 23 of that year. The plaintiffs in the
suit were parents and guardians of Negro children of school age entitled
to attend the public school in the district where they lived. The defen¬
dants were the school officials who, as officers of the state, had con¬
trol of the schools in the district. The case was tried by a court of
three federal Judges, Plaintiffs asked a declaratory Judgment to the
A, A. C, P. Brief, op, cit., pp, 2-3.
p
^Ashmore, op, cit., p, 100.
^Ibid.
^98 F. Supp. ^29 (D. C. So. Car., 1951).
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effect that schools for Negro children were inferior to those afforded
for white children and further that the segregation itself of Negro and
white children was violative of the Fourteenth Amendment, The Couirt
granted the plaintiff an injunction to equalize the educational facili¬
ties, and required a report to the Court within six months as to what ac¬
tion had been taken to carry out the decree. However, the judgment of
the Court denied an injunction abolishing segregation. The Court relied
upon the decision in Plessy v, Ferguson and further pointed out that in
Sweatt V, Painter "separate but equal" had not been over-ruled. Judge
Waring dissented from the other two judges on the court. He stressed the
decision of the Supreme Court in the McLaurin case of the preceding year
and stated that segregation was inequality by itself. He further asserted:
And if the courts of this land are to render justice under the
laws without fear or favor, justice for all men and all kinds of
men, the time to do it is now and the place is in the elementary
schools where our future citizens learn their first lesson to res¬
pect the dignity of the individual in a democracy,^
The plaintiffs immediately appealed to the Supreme Court of the
United States, which on January 28, 19^2, vacated the judgment granted
by the three-judge court of South Carolina, stating that the District
Court should have the benefit of the report of the school authorities
concerviing their efforts to make the schools equal during the six-month
period. On March 13,. 1952, the three-judge court handed down a new de¬
cision, Judge Waring had retired, and this time the decision was unani¬
mous, It found that the state was making a bona-fide effort to bring the
school for Negroes up to the same level of excellence as the schools for
white children. The Court found that by September, 1952 the facilities
^Ibid,
■would be equal, and under these circumstances again denied an injunction
directing the equalization of facilities and opportunities.^ The plain¬
tiffs again appealed to the Supreme Covurt of the United States, which
on October 8, 19^2 ordered that Briggs v. Elliott be argued in December,
1952 with the other pending segregation cases.
In the third of the fi've cases on public school education,
plaintiffs were high school students, their parents and guardians re-
2
siding in Prince Edward County, Virginia. On May 23, 195l> a class
action was brought against the Coiuity School Board and the Di-vision Su¬
perintendent of Schools. The complaint stated that »«deferidants main¬
tained separate public secondary schools for Negro and white children
pursuant to Article IX, Section II4.O of the Constitution of Virginia, and
Title 22, Chapter 12, Article 1, Section 22-221 of the Code of Virginia
of I95O; that the Negro school was inferior and unequal to the white
schools; and that it was impossible for the plaintiffs to secure educa¬
tional opportunities or facilities equal to those afforded white children
similarly situated as long as said appellees enforced said laws or pur¬
sued a policy of racial segregation;, It §oUght A judgment_declaring'the
laws to be a denial of rights secured by the due process and equal pro¬
tection clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment, and an injunction restrain¬
ing the appellees from enforcing the laws and from making any distinc¬
tion based on race or color among children attending the secondary
schools of the county,
^N. A. A. C. p. Brief, op. cit., p. 6,
^Davis V, County School Board, 103 F. Supp, 337.
3lbid., p. 7
Appellees admitted maintenance of the school, enforcement of the
laws and inequalities as to physical plant and equipment, but denied that
1
the segregation violated the Constitution.
In March, 1952, a three-judge District Court found the Negro
school inferior in plant, facilities, curricula and means of transporta¬
tion and ordered appellees forth-with to provide "substantially" equal
curricula and transportation facilities and to proceed with all reason¬
able diligence and dispatch to remove "the existing inequality" by build¬
ing, furnishing and providing a high school building and facilities for
2
Negro students. It refused to enjoin enforcement of the constitutional
statutory segregation provision on the grounds:
... (1) that appellants* evidences as to the effects of educa¬
tional segregation did not overbalance appellees* and that it ac¬
cepted as "apt and able precedent" Briggs v. Elliott, 98 F. Supp.
529 which *’refused to decree that segregation be abolished in con¬
tinently" (R. 610); (2) that nullification of the segregation pro¬
visions was unwarranted in view of prejudice or caprice but, rather,
was "one of the ways of life in Virginia" (R. 620); (3) that se¬
gregation has begotten greater opportunities for the Negro (R. 621);
(U) that elimination of segregation would lessen interest in and
financial support of public schools (R. 621); and (5) that, finding
"no hurt or harm to either race," it was not for the court "to ad¬
judge the policy as right or wrong" (R. 621-622).^
On appeal the plaintiffs asked the Suprowe Court of the United
States to overrule the lower court and order their children admitted to
the white high school.
The fourth of the five cases on public school segregation was




•^STA., 2d. 862 (1952).
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two cases were consolidated. They arose from two separate class actions
filed in the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware by Negro school
children and their guardians who sought admittance of the children to
two public schools maintained by petitioners exclusively for white chil¬
dren in New Castle County, Delaware. The first complaint (A 3-13) al¬
leged that respondents residing in the Claymont Special School District
were refused admittance to the Claymont High School because of respon¬
dents' color. The respondents were compelled to attend Howard High
School, a public school for Negroes only, in '"filmington, Delaware. This
high school was operated and controlled by the Corporate Board of Public
Education in Wilmington, not a party to this case. The second complaint
(A lU-30) alleged that respondent was excluded frcxn Hockessin School No.
29, a public elementary school maintained for white children only, by
petitionerH:iiembers of the State Board of Education and petitioner-members
of the Board of School Trustees of Hockessin School No. 29. Respondent
was compelled to attend Hockessin School No. 107, maintained solely for
Negroes. Respondent in both complaints asserted that the afore-said im¬
posed racial segregation required by par. 2631, Revised Code of Delaware,
1935, and Article X, Section 1 of the Constitution of Delaware:
... (1) compelled them to attend schools substantially inferior
to those for white children to which admittance was soughtj and
(2) injured their mental health, impeded their mental and persona¬
lity development and made inferior their educational opportunity
as ccHTipared with that offered by the state to white children simi¬
larly situated. Such treatment is prohibited by the equal pro¬
tection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States.^
Petitioners' answers defended the exclusion upon mandatory con-
A. A. C. P. Brief, op. cit., p. 11,
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stitutional and statutory provisions which required separate public
school for white and colored children and upon the fact that the educa¬
tional opportunities offered respondents were equal to those offered white
children similarly situated.
On April 1, 1952, the two cases were tried before the Chancellor.
The decision stated that the practice of segregation in education by pe¬
titioners "itself results in Negro children, as a class, receiving educa¬
tional opportunities which are substantially inferior to those available
1
to white children otherwise similarly situated," However, the Chancel¬
lor refused to declare that the Delaware constitutional and statutory
provisions violated respondents' right to equal protection. But the Chan¬
cellor did award respondents the relief which they requested because
other inequalities were found to exist. The Chancellor ordered that re¬
spondents be admitted to the superior facilities and on August 28, 1952,
2
the Supreme Court of Delaware affirmed this decision.
Still later, a fifth case was appealed to the Supreme Court which
involved the constitutionality of segregation in Washington, D, C,^ Dif¬
ferent points of law from those raised in the other four cases were in¬
volved in this case because the school system operated directly under the
federal government. The litigation was based primarily on the Fifth
Amendment, rather than the Fourteenth, The plaintiffs charged that Ne¬
gro children were unlawfully excluded from Sousa Junior High School solely
because of race. They maintained that nothing in the statutes of the Dis-
^Ibid.
^Ibid., p. 12,
^Bolling V. Sharpe, 7U S, Ct. 693 (195U).
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trict of Columbia, as enacted by Congress, empowered the Board of Educa¬
tion to operate separate schools for Negroes and whites. The defense ar¬
gued that by the language of its appropriation acts the Congress had con¬
sistently recognized and approved segregation in the District schools.
The Federal District Court granted a defense motion to dismiss the suit
on the ground that the issue of inequality of facilities had not been
raised. The Supreme Court was asked to reverse the lower court.' s dis¬
missal of the case and rule on the constitutional issue.^
All five cases on the constitutionality of public school segre¬
gation were set for oral argument together in December, 1952. The hear¬
ing lasted three days. Attorneys for the plaintiffs and for all five de-
2
fendants presented detailed oral arguments supported by lengthy briefs.
The Court kept the cases under deliberation until June, 1953 when it en¬
tered an order requiring further argument on certain specific questions
to be discussed at the next hearing.
These questions included; the historical origins of the Four¬
teenth Amendment, its original purpose with regard to schools, the power
of the Court to adjudicate the constitutionality of segregated schools,
and the procedure which the Court should follow in the event that segre¬
gation was found to be unconstitutional. The Court invited the Attorney
General of the United States to,participate in the second argument. On
August U, 1953> the Court postponed the original date assigned for the
re-argument of the cases until December 7* 1953*^
^Ashmore, op. cit., pp, 101-102,
2
Paul, op, cit., p, 36.
%, A. A, C. P. Brief, op, cit., p. lU.
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In December, 1953^ the second hearing was held. Three days were
1
again consumed in debating the issue. Voluminous briefs were filed and
lawyers representing nearly every southern state contributed to the case
for Virginia and South Carolina, Counsel for the plaintiffs argued finn-
ly and eloquently that the end of segregation in education was clearly
the intent of the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment and was the sub¬
stantial understanding of its opponents that it would, of its own force,
inhibit all state action predicated upon race or color. The framers were
formulating a constitutional provision setting broad standards for deter¬
mination of the relationship of the state to the individual, "In the na¬
ture of things they could not list all the specific categories of exist¬
ing and prospective state activity which were to come within the Consti-
2
tutional prohibitions," Continuation of the argument proved that each
of the eleven states that had seceded from the Union ratified the Amend¬
ment, and concurrently eliminated racial distinctions from its laws, and
adopted a constitution free of requirement or specific authorization of
segregated schools. Many rejected proposals for segregated schools, and
none enacted a school segregation law until after readmission,^ In the
discussion of questions four and five, as to whether relief should be
granted immediately or gradually assuming segregation is declared uncon¬
stitutional, the Brief prepared by Attorney General Brownell stated:
, , , That for the accomplishment of these purposes, taking into
view the difficulties which may be countered, a period of one year
be allowed from the receipt of this Court's mandate, with leave,
however, in the event, in the judgment of the lower court, the
^aul, op, cit,, p, 38,
2
N, A, A, C, P, Brief, op, cit,, p, 18,
^Ibid,
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necessities of the situation so require, to extend such period for
a further reasonable tiraej and that, in the event before the expxra.-
tion of the period thus fixed, a condition in harmony with the re- '
quirements of the Constitution is not brought about, it shall be
the duty of the lower court to enter appropriate orders, by way of
injunction or otherwise, directing immediate admission of the plain¬
tiffs to non-segregated schools; and that this Court retain juris¬
diction for the purpose of making such further orders and decrees,
if any, as may become necessary for carrying out its mandate.^
One of the most striking features of the decision in these cases
was the tmanimity of the Court, On May 17, 1954, the opinion of the
Court was read by Chief Justice Earl Warren, in which the new precedent
was defined:
In approaching this problem, we cannot turn the clock back to
1B68 when the Amendment was adopted, or even to 1896 when Plessy v.
Ferguson was written ... We must consider public education in the
light of its full development and its present place in American
life throughout the Nation. Only in this way can it be determined
if segregation in the public schools deprives these plaintiffs of
the equal protection of the laws.
Today, education is perhaps the most important function of state
and local government. It is the foundation of good citizenship, ,
, , We come then to the question presented: Does segregation of chil¬
dren in public school solely on the basis of race, even though the
physical facilities and other "tangible" factors may be equal, de¬
prive the children of the minority group of equal educational oppor¬
tunities? We beHeve that it does. , , , We conclude that in the
field of public education the doctrine of "separate but equal" has
no place
^Ashmore, op, cit,, p, 106,
^Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, 342 U. S. 972.
CHAPTER VI
THE AFTERMATH OF THE SUPREME COURT DECISIONS
195U-1957
The disintegration of the Solid South as a political, social and
economic entity is strikingly illustrated in the diversified reactions in
that area to the May 17, 195U, decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States declaring segregation in public school education unconstitutional,^
Reactions range all the way frcan open defiance of the Court and a call for
its impeachment to complete acceptance and implementation of the opinion.
Proposals extended from those calling for abolition of public schools and
evasive tactics on the one hand to those embracing immediate integration
and progressive or gradual integration on the other. Numerous proposi¬
tions were submitted by executive and legislative leaders. Many of these
propositions became a part of state constitutions by amendments} others
became law by legislative enactment} others passed only one branch of
the legislature} others languished in committees} while others served
merely as material for political speeches,A brief summary of these
proposals may reflect to some extent the degree to which this region is
no longer solid, even if it remains the South,
Several southern state legislatures continued to map plans for
^James N, Nabrit, Jr,, "Legal Inventions and the Desegregation
Process," The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social




preserving segregation as of 1955* In revievdng the situation in the
southern and border states, specifically in the areas of Delaware, Dis¬
trict of Columbia, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Missouri, Texas, Oklahoma
and West Virginia, it is to be noted that integration is progressing
steadily and swiftly. In Texas, however, only very limited integration
2
has taken place. The states in which the greatest efforts have been
expended in devising legal methods of evading the May 17 decision have
thus far been Alabama, CSeorgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina,
3
and South Carolina, However, in Louisiana and North Carolina some in¬
tegration has taken place.
The various proposals for evasion may be roughly divided into
two main categories: (1) proposals designed to permit the continued
operation of public schools on a segregated basisj (2) proposals de¬
signed to abolish the public school system and to change to a system of
U
private schools supported by the state.
In Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Caro
lina. South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia proposals were designed to
create administrative obstacles to legal action by proponents of inte¬
gration. One of the key measures provides for the transfer of authority
over assignment and enrollment of pupils to local boards or superinten¬
dents, thereby diffusing the impact of any adverse legal opinion, A
proposal in North Carolina would give county and city boards of educa-
^Southem School News, March 3> 1955# p, 1,
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tion "full and complete authority" over assignment and enrollment. In
Tennessee the proposal seeks to enlarge the problem by "invoking the po¬
lice power of the State to preserve the peace, protect the health, and
morals, to improve the educational advantages and opportunities of all the
2
pupils of all the public schools in the state ..." Virginia would vary
the formula by making individual assignments of children; arranging at¬
tendance through new attendance districts; and allowing children within
3
proper limitations to select their schools. This proposal was outlawed
by the United States Supreme Court in July, 1957. In Georgia the pro¬
posal allows for appeals to the local board of education, the state su¬
perintendent, and finally to the State Board of Education. The opinion
of the State Board would be final and conclusive, and would not be sub-
;ject to review of any court or tribunal by appeal, certiorari, or in
1^,
any other manner.
The policy of Mississippi is that a free public education is a
privilege and not a right, and these privileges are only extended to
those persons or their children who accept them under the terms and con¬
ditions offered. No child would be able to obtain a free public school
education whose parents do not, precedent to enrollment, file with the
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The proposal in South Carolina calls for the abolishing of the
compulsory attendance laws and the redesignation of attendance teachers
as visiting teachers. As such, their job would be to obtain attendance
through influence and persuasion rather than through the exercise of le-
1
gal authority. In Alabama the proposal, as in the one above, seeks to
make appeals difficult or impossible. It provides also for an aptitude
and an intelligence test, but authorizes consideration of all factors
2
involved in the pupil's adjustment to his school and surroundings.
Louisiana's proposal prohibits the granting of free school books and
other supplies or state funds for the operation of a school lunch pro¬
gram to any school violating the segregation provision. Furthermore,
the State Board of Education would not approve any public school which
3
violates the new segregation provision.
Another key proposal made by some of the southern states for the
evasion of the May 17 decision lies in measures which would abolish the
public schools and institute state-supported private schools, Jlississippi
and South Carolina amended their constitutions to provide for abolition
of public schools by legislatures or counties or school districts, Geor¬
gia proposed a similar amendment, Alabama would permit the state to dis¬
continue public schools wherever necessary to avoid friction or disorder,
and to allow the state and its subdivisions to devote public money to the
aid of education. Proposals have been made to lease educational build¬
ings to individuals under the requirement that tuition in excess of the
aggregate of state and local grants not be charged and that it be regu-




lated by state Boards of Education as the Public Service Commissioner
regulates public utilities. A member of the House of Delegates in Vir¬
ginia suggested leasing school buildings to private corporations. Under
this plan the private school operators would be free to admit any child
1
they wanted to, and any child would be free to attend.
As a general rule, states may dispose of property and may aid
private institutions as a part of their sovereign power. If the states
abolish public schools in order to evade the Court's decision on segre¬
gation in education, what does it propose to substitute for a system of
accreditation of teachers; the teacher retirement system; viniformity of
standards and curricula; loss of federal funds and the unity of its edu-
2
cational policy? Indeed, they appear to be posed as threats rather than
as soundly considered educational proposals."^
Although most of the pro-segregation groups publicly deplore vio¬
lence, it has been increasing steadily since May, 195U» Nearly fifty
cases of violence were reported in 1955 in the twelve southern states.^
It continued in 1956, with such incidents as those involving Autherine
Lucy at the University of Alabama and the high school students at Clin¬
ton, Tennessee. Prospect of further violence seems to be increasing
rather than lessening. Resistance movements and "outsiders" have been
directly responsible for disorder in many areas,^ During the years,
^abrit, op, cit., p. U3.
^Ibld.
^Ibid.
^Fleming, op. cit., p, 16,
^Ibid.
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195U-56, these pro-segregation movements rapidly gained momentum. One
outstanding organization is the Wiite Citizens* Council established in
Mississippi allegedly for the purpose of "maintaining peace, good order,
and domestic tranquility in our Communities and in our State and for the
preservation of States Rights."^
On a more positive note, a 19^6 survey by the Southern Regional
Council confirms the conviction that the South is moving "with sealing
inevitability" toward an increasingly integrated society. The survey was
concerned with examples of desegregation in all fields that had occurred
in the seventeen southen and border states and the District of Columbia
between May, 19$k and May, 19$6, The common notion that integration will
not work in the South is directly contradicted by the finding that some
1,100 instances of desegregation have taken place in the two years span.
Examples were not limited to the border states, but were spread through¬
out the South. While court decisions and other legal rulings prompted
2
desegregation, many changes were the result of voluntary decisions.
However, there are 6,000,000 school children in the South who
r®nain unaffected by the Court's decision as of May 1, 19^7.^ In Ala¬
bama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Virginia there has been no break in the traditional pattern
os segregation on the secondary public school level. Arkansas, Tennessee,
and Texas have taken seme steps toward integration, but it has affected
less than ^,000 Negroes, nearly 3,000 of them in Texas. Desegregation
^Nabrit, op. cit,, p. U6.
Fleming, op. cit., p. 19.
^"Deep South Race Bars Still Up 3 Years After Court Ruling,"
The Atlanta Journal and Constitution, May 12, 1957, p. 22-A.
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has rapidly taken place in the border states of Delaware, Kentucky, Mary¬
land, Missouri, Oklahoma, West Virginia and the District of Columbia be¬
cause the official state attitude has been favorable. However, some se¬
gregated schools still remain in those areas,^
In some areas where public school segregation was practiced three
years ago, desegregation has begun or has been completed, This is true
in 676 districts having enrollments of 1,8U7,000 white and 325>27U Negro
children. The Southern School News reports that there still are 3,000
racially segregated school districts having 7,270,000 white and 2,U7U,000
2
Negro pupils.
Specifically, the decision of the Supreme Couirt applied to the
seventeen states in and adjoining the South which enforced segregation
by laws in 195U« Constitutionally, however, the decision applied equally
to all places in the United States where segregation exists by custom
and practice and law. Segregation in education in the non-South has been
3
accomplished in three ways: first, by overtly racial policies; second,
by gerrymandering school zones; and third, by segregated housing. Of the
three, segregated housing is by far the biggest obstacle to integrated
schools in the non-South and as barriers fall there, they will automati¬
cally fall in the schools. According to a survey by the Fund for the
Republic written by David Loth, "segregation has been broken down in all
three of the above categories since the May 17, 195U decision," Although
many northern cities have made strenuous efforts to achieve integration
^Ibid.
^Ibid,
^Fleming, op, cit,, p, 19,
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in their schools, the existence of vast areas of segregated housing such
as Harlem in New York, has imposed great difficulties and slowed down
the program.
The trend toward integration is the result of various forces:
the war-inspired concern for minority rights which has been enhanced by
a growing awareness of the effect of our racial policies on world opin¬
ion; action by Negroes themselves, human relations agencies, church and
civic groups, enli^tened school administrators and public officials;
the growing realization that it is often cheaper to integrate than to
provide new or improved facilities for Negro pupils; and last but not
least, the spirit of the Supreme Court's decision.
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